
BE THE CHANGE 

 
Activity One – 

 Read the story ‘Amazing Grace’ by Mary Hoffman. Here is a link 
to listen to the story if you do not have a copy at 
home:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DY0fKypLWmk 

 

     What does the story make you think about? 

 

The message of the story is that anyone can follow their dreams 
and be anything they want to be. 

 

A famous man called Martin Luther King once made a speech 
known as the ‘I have a dream’ speech. His speech was about 
making a difference for a better future.  

 

       What is your dream for the world today? 

       Can you make a dream cloud to show your dream? 

 

 

  
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DY0fKypLWmk


Activity Two –  

 

Grace’s Nana grew up on the island of Trinidad in the Caribbean. 
People have been migrating to Britain for thousands of years and 
are still moving here today. People also migrate around Britain so 
you may be born in Bristol, but your parents may have moved 
there from Liverpool and your grandparents may have come from 
Hull and your great-grandparents may have come from Glasgow. 
So you’ve a little link to all these places inside you. 
 
 
         Can you find out about some of your family history? 
 
        Can you research some places around the world and make a  
         poster or a fact file to show what you have found out? 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Britain is made up of lots of different people from different 
countries, different races and different cultures, with different 
religions, different ways of speaking, different food and many 
other differences.  
 

What makes us the same is that we are all 
human beings. All special and unique in our 

own way. 
 



Activity Three – 

Unity  

 

Unity is being together or at one with someone or something. It's the 

opposite of being divided. This is a word for togetherness or oneness. 

 

      What does Unity mean to you?  

      Can you represent UNITY?  

This could be: a poem, song, picture, model, dance or any other 

creative way you can think of.  

        Reflection time – take a moment to just sit and listen to this 

Gospel choir version of a Christian hymn called ‘Amazing Grace’. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoJz2SANTyo  

If you wanted to you could share your thoughts with someone in 

your family…  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoJz2SANTyo
https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=be+a+rainbow+in+someone+else's+cloud&id=9D81D3085564DEA66BDBD0040A5A336ADEDEE0EC&FORM=EQNAMI


Activity Four - 

Grace loves to read stories and use her imagination to 

act out her favourite scenes and characters. 

         Can you read and act out some of the stories that 

Grace talks about in the story or your own favourite 

stories?  

Here is a booklist for further reading if you are interested: 

 

 

 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=amazing+grace+characters&id=A4353A47BC65866BA07A823297410968F88395C5&FORM=IQFRBA

